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The optical sphere cover is widely used in 
photogrammetric systems to protect the optical system 
from an outside environment. However, the spherical 
refractive can result in severe non-linear distortion and 
make the measurement system imprecise and unreliable. 
This letter presents a novel refractive calibration method 
for the non-central camera with an optical sphere cover. 
A geometrical model is established with coplanarity 
constraints, which considered explicitly the sphere 
refractive and can preserve an equivalent collinearity 
relation. Moreover, a calibration method was proposed 
to estimate the relative orientation parameters. Both 
numerical and experimental results demonstrate that 
the methods are effective and robustness. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.99.099999 

Camera calibration is a hot issue in computer vision [1-3], and the well-known perspective camera models [4-6] are remarkably successful examples for photogrammetric systems. Underground photogrammetric systems normally work in the harsh environment such as dust, water mist, and so on. In coal mining, spherical or flat optical covers are widely used to protect the camera from severe environment, resulting in image distortion. Due to that the refraction effects caused by these covers cannot be simply modeled as perspective camera model, modeling and calibrating such a non-central photogrammetric system remains a challenging problem. The non-central camera calibration has been paid great attention recently, especially in underwater photogrammetric systems [7-9]. The nonlinear distortion caused by the hemisphere and planar refraction in underwater photogrammetry is discussed, however no solution to this problem is presented in [10]. The refraction effects are calibrated 

using an approximated model such as focal length adjustment or lens radial distortion [11, 12] in the early underwater vision, which usually result in calibration errors. It has also been demonstrated in [13] that refractive effects cannot be well compensated by using a single viewpoint (SVP) model in underwater camera calibration. An underwater camera calibration model with explicit incorporation of refraction was proposed in [14], but it needs a good initial estimate for the housing parameters. A stereo camera geometrical model with single-layer waterproof housing was developed in [15, 16]. A calibration method based on axis estimation was presented for multi-layer flat refractive in [17]. With the dispersion of light taken into consideration, calibration accuracy was improved in [18] by extend the work in [17]. The calibration was performed through the established pixel correspondences in the underwater stereo camera system and the sparse bundle adjustment was applied to refines the calibration results in [19]. The above calibration models are for the camera with a flat optical cover. The nonlinear distortion of the camera with a spherical shield is more severe, which has a great influence on the application of accurate measurement in coal mining. However, there is no effective way to solve this problem. Fig. 1 shows a commercial camera from Marco, which has been widely used in coal mine automation. The camera is installed inside an explosion-proof shell and images are collected through a spherical window. 
 Fig. 1.  Camera with an optical sphere cover. A camera with an optical sphere cover forms a non-central camera imaging system. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the incoming ray v2, 



the normal m1 of exterior interface and the refracted ray v1 lie on the same plane π according to the Snell’s law. Since the normal m2 of interior interface intersects with m1 and v1 at the same time, the normal m2 lie on the same plane π.  The entire light-path including the given camera ray v0, v1, v2 and the axis m0, m1 and m2 should located on the same plane π by induction. The light-path for each 3D space point will form a refractive plane like this, and all refractive planes in such a system actually correspond to the unified axis m0 that pass through the sphere center o and the camera center c. It is not only suitable for the case when the camera optical axis is parallel to the axis m0, but also suitable for general situation when the camera optical axis is not parallel to the axis m0.  The unified axis is named as m0 in this letter. Hence, a geometrical model is established on the plane of refraction (POR) as shown in Fig. 2(b), (c). 

 Fig. 2. The geometrical model. (a)Schematic of POR, (b)Projection geometry on POR, (c)Equivalent collinearity relation on POR. The geometrical model shown in Fig. 2(b) is with the following parameters: β, θ are the incidence angle and refraction angle at exterior interface; τ, δ are the incidence angle and refraction angle at interior interface; α, the angle between the axis m0 and the camera ray v0; ω, the angle between the normal m1 and normal m2;  
Φ, the angle between the axis m0 and the normal m1; η, μ and κ are the angle between the camera ray v0, v1, v2 and the orthogonal axis 
xh, respectively; ξ, the angle between the axis m0 and the camera ray v2;  f, the focal length; F, the distance from the camera center c to the sphere center o; ΔF, the offset distance from c to c’, here c’ is the intersection of v2 and m0; R1, the external radius of the sphere; 
R2, the inside radius of the sphere; n,  the refractive index of the sphere cover; d, the thickness of the sphere cover, d=R1-R2. Among which, R1, R2 are known parameters of sphere cover. Therefore, once α and F are given, the other angles of δ, β, θ, τ, ω, Φ, μ, η, κ and 
ξ can be calculated with the following relation 
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Assuming that u =(x, y) is the image coordinate, v0=[x, y, f] T is the direction vector of camera ray v0. Whereas α can be computed by cosα=m0v0/ǁv0ǁ, m0 needs to be calculated. Assuming that Pw(i) 

=[Xwi, Ywi, Zwi]T is the direction vector of Pi in the object coordinate system, v0(i) is the direction vector of camera ray correspond to 
Pw(i). R, T are the rotation matrix and translation vector. The axis estimation of m0 can be performed with [17] 
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where ⊗ represents the kronecker product; E=[m0]R, s= m0×T, 
[m0] denotes the 3 × 3 skew-symmetric matrix of the vector m0.  
m0 can be calculated as the left null singular vector of E.  Thus, with calculated α, the other angles of δ, β, θ, τ, ω, Φ, μ, η, κ 
and ξ on POR are depends on F. Assuming Pc=[Xc, Yc, Zc]T = RPw+T is the point P in the camera coordinate system. Let [xh, zh] be the orthogonal coordinate system, where zh is the direction vector of 
m0, and xh=zh×(zh×v0) is the orthogonal direction. With introduced ΔF=(R1sinΦ-R2sin(α-δ))tanμ+R2sin(α-δ)tanη-R1sinΦtanκ, as shown in Fig. 2(c), set Ph= (Xh, Yh) as the projection of the vector c’P along 
xh and zh,  
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Let uh= (xh, yh) be the projection of the vector cu along xh and zh. With the auxiliary line ′cu that is parallel to the ,′c P set 
( ),h h hx y′ ′ ′=u as the projection of the vector ′cu along xh and zh,  
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Let s be an arbitrary scale factor. Whereas there is an equivalent collinearity relationship of / /h h h hx y X Y′ ′ = on POR, the relationship between the point Pw in the planar target coordinate system and its image projection on POR can be expressed as 
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The above equivalent collinearity equation introduce unknown parameter of F, and forms the model of the photogrammetric system with the sphere refraction effects. Let X = [r11, r12, r21, r22, r31, 
r32, t1, t2, t3]T, the calibration of relative orientation parameters can be performed with linear matrix equation as follows 
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In addition, r3 can be recovered with r3=r1×r2, where ri denotes the ith column of R=[r1,r2,r3]. Whereas Eq. (6) introduced unknown constant parameters of F, and the search space of F can be attained via a priori knowledge. Hence, R and T can be solved when an initial estimation of F is given. The calibration process can be performed through iterative optimization within the search space of F by minimizing the projection error. Let X = [F, R, T], and H(X) is the object function that needs to be minimized 
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     (7) where, n is refractive index, R1, R2 are the external radius and inside radius of sphere cover, M0 is intrinsic matrix. Ui is the measured value of pixel coordinates, F is the distance from the camera center to the sphere center, U  is the projection point of 
PWi in image plane, m is the number of image points. Numerical simulation was performed to evaluate our method under the influence of d, F and standard pixel deviations σ. We simulated an 8×11 array checkerboard target with the grid size of 30 mm ×30 mm. The simulated camera has fu=fv=1333 pixels, u0= 640, v0= 480, and the sphere cover has R1=35 mm and n=1.49. The simulation were with T = [0, 0, 1500], R= [0, 0, 0] and m0= [0.041, 0.040, 0.998]. Fig. 3 shows the root-mean-square of pixel deviation (RMSE) versus different d and F with and without refraction compensation. The larger d and F, the stronger the pixel distortion, and the pixel distortion were remarkably reduced when calibrated with our algorithm. In particular when d=5mm and F=30mm, the RMSE without compensation can up to 12.44 pixels while the RMSE with compensation was down to 1.11 pixel. Fig. 4 shows the pixel distortion degree under different σ. The results shows that proposed methods were robustness to noise. Fig. 3 and Fig .4 also gives the comparison of distortion distribution when d=5mm. 

 Fig. 3.  Simulated image distortion with sphere refraction and compensated image distortion versus F and d. 

 Fig. 4.  Simulated image distortion with sphere refraction and compensated image distortion versus standard deviation σ.  

In order to further verify the proposed methods, a refractive calibration platform as shown in Fig. 5 was built up, which consists of a camera (MV_EM130M) with resolution of 1280×960 pixels, an 8×11 array checkerboard (AFT-MCT-OV430) with grid size of 30 × 30 mm, a translation stage, and an optical sphere cover with 
R1=35mm, d=5mm and n=1.49. The camera were well calibrated by Zhang’s method [5] when without cover. The camera intrinsic parameters are: fx= fy= 1329 pixels, u0= 624.4, v0= 478.3, k1=-0.086, k2=0.028, p1=-0.005, p2=0.002. The checkerboard was fixed on a mechanical arm that can rotate around the Y-axis of the rotary joint OXYZ as illustrated in Fig. 5(c). The checkerboard images were collected from 25 different positions with and without the optical sphere cover, respectively. The image collected with the sphere cover were then calibrated using our algorithm. The proposed method’s performance is compared to the Zhang’s algorithm [5], which uses central approximation model with lens distortion considered. We refer it as central approximation (CA) in the following analysis. In each position, the images collected without the sphere cover were used to obtain the ground truth.  

 Fig. 5.  (a) experiment platform, (b) camera with optical sphere cover, (c) schematic of target trajectory. Fig. 6 shows the comparison results between ground truth (GT), our algorithm (Ours) and central approximation (CA). Fig. 6(a) shows that the trajectory computed with our algorithm was closer to the actual trajectory. Fig. 6(b) gives the computed F correspond to 25 different positions, it varied from 27.42mm to 32.06mm. It can be observed from Fig. 6(c), (d), (e), (f), (g), and (h) that, by using central approximation, the mean relative error of position were 15.54% in X-axis, 8.16% in Y-axis, and 4.77% in Z-axis, respectively. The mean absolute error of θx, θy and θz were 1.30º, 0.94º and 0.00º, respectively. While by using our algorithm, the mean relative error of position were 2.23% in X-axis, 0.51% in Y-axis, and 0.14% in Z-axis, respectively. The mean absolute error of θx, θy and θz were 0.02º, 0.03º and 0.00º, respectively. 

 Fig. 6.  (a)the comparison results of trajectory tracking; (b) the distance of F at 25 different positions; (c),(d),(e), the position X, Y, and Z in X-



axis, Y-axis and Z-axis, respectively; (f),(g),(h), the rotation angle θx, θy, and θz around X-axis, Y-axis and  Z-axis, respectively. Based on the above calibration results in position 5, 10 and 21, we computed the projected image points of the 8×11 array 3D points.  It can be seen from Fig. 7(a) that, in comparison with central approximation algorithm, the projected points were much closer to the actual image points using the proposed algorithm. Moreover, it can be observed from Fig. 7(c) that the mean projection error with central approximation were 1.87 pixel, 1.15 pixel and 1.58 pixel, respectively. The mean projection error using our algorithm were 0.42 pixel, 0.29 pixel and 0.64 pixel. Fig. 7(b) also confirmed that it was consistent in size and direction between the measured image residuals distribution and the projected image residuals distribution using our algorithm. 

 Fig. 7.  From left to right were the processed results correspond to position 5, 10 and 21, respectively.  (a) The projected image points using CA, Ours and GT. (b) Image residuals distribution triggered by sphere refraction. The blue cross represents the measured image points without the sphere cover, the black arrow represents the measured image residuals, and the red arrow represents the projected image residuals using our algorithm. (c) projection error. The calibrated relative orientation of checkerboard can also be used to obtain the rectified image points. Fig. 8 shows that the rectified image distortion degree using our algorithm were remarkably reduced in comparison with the actual image distortion, and spherical refraction were well compensated. The actual image distortion distribution triggered by sphere refraction were obtained by the image points measured with and without the optical sphere cover. The root-mean-square of pixel deviation (RMSE) of the unrectified images were 11.25 pixel, 10.72 pixel and 8.08 pixel, respectively. The RMSE of rectified images using our algorithms were 0.81 pixel, 0.69 pixel and 1.14 pixel, respectively. The RMSE of rectified images using CA were respectively 11.33 pixel, 10.78 pixel and 7.49 pixel, which has little effect on the spherical refraction rectification. 

 Fig. 8. From left to right were the processed results correspond to position 5, 10 and 21. (a)The distortion distribution of the unrectified images, (b)The distortion distribution of the rectified images using Ours, (c)The distortion distribution of the rectified images using CA. In summary, an effective model was developed in coplanarity constraint to calibrate the underground camera with spherical refraction effects. Numerical simulation and experiment results demonstrated that the refraction error can be well compensated, and the relative orientation parameters can be well estimated through the proposed method. This method can not only be used to underground camera in coal mine, but also can be extended to other occasions where precision measurement are needed when using photogrammetric systems with optical sphere cover.  
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